The FOREX Market -The FOREX market is where currencies are traded -Foreign exchange is the currency of another country that is needed to carry out international transactions -The market incorporates all arrangements used to buy and sell foreign exchange (not a physical place but a network of telephones, emails and faxes connecting all the large banks in the world). 
Exchange rate determination
• Demand and Supply. Exchange rates are determined by the equilibrating interaction of buyers and sellers of currencies in the FOREX market.
-Demand is a function of domestic residents' need for foreign exchange to consummate intended overseas transactions. -Supply is a function of foreign residents' need for $US to consummate transactions in the US. -Two of the most important factors affecting demand and supply are relative inflation rates and relative interest rates. -Differences in price levels are a crucial aspect of exchange rates determination (see PPP below)
Exchange rates in the long run
• Purchasing Power Parity (PPP): a long-run theory that says that the exchange rate between two currencies should move toward the rate that would equalize the prices between an identical basket of goods and services in the two countries.
-"Big Mac" PPP:
where e is the pound/dollar exchange rate. If a Big Mac costs $2 in the US and the pound/dollar exchange rate is 0.5, then PPP states that the price of a Big Mac in London should be £1.
• Empirical evidence on PPP mixed (many cases of "overvalued" and "undervalued" currencies). Real world far from assumptions of theory: -PPP falsely assumes there are no barriers to trade (tariffs), zero transportation costs, and no distortions caused by local taxes -Assumes perfect competition, but levels of competition vary across countries (lots of close substitutes for Big Mac in the US). -Big Mac not just a basket of goods. Prices must cover rents and costs of non-traded inputs. Deviations from PPP might reflect this.
How changes in currency values affect the nation
• Example: assume 2 countries (US, France), 2 currencies ($US, ff) and one traded good (men's shirts).
• Price Comparison:
-US-made shirts $50 -French-made shirts ff250
• Exchange rate: $1 = 5 francs. The PPP condition:
• Comparison shopping after the dollar depreciates ($1 = 4 francs)
• The exchange rate affects the price competitiveness of all traded goodsit is thus the single most important price in an economy. It has a major impact on a country's wealth. Exchange Rate Regimes
US shopper prices French Shopper prices
• Nations can choose to let market forces determine exchange rates (as above). This is known as a floating exchange rate regime. Alternatively, a nation can choose to adopt a fixed exchange rate regime (e.g., the gold standard). Whether a country adopts a floating or a fixed rate regime (or something in between), it is making a choice that involves economic and political trade-offs.
• Mundell-Fleming conditions define the basic trade-offs (see Cohen). If a government wants the benefits of fixed exchange rates (more international trade and investment) it must give up either domestic monetary policy independence or it must limit international capital flows. If a government wants to preserve its monetary policy freedom, it must give up either fixed exchange rates or place constraints on international capital flows. The first column shows local-currency prices of a Big Mac; the second converts the prices into dollars.
The third column calculates Big Mac PPPs (local currency price/American price of 2.43).
The final column shows the undervaluation or overvaluation of the currency at actual exchange rates. 
